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Ryan Harms - Owner and Executive Winemaker

Kings Ridge is owned by Union
Wine Company, a business
founded by Ryan Harms, a
veteran of the Oregon wine
industry with a personal passion
for well valued wine and a
philosophy that good wine can
be made more accessible
without sacrificing quality.

Ryan Harms

“Making crafted wines from Oregon that are
affordable is the challenge we take on here at
Union.”
When Ryan first ventured to Oregon to test his feet in the wine
industry as a curious young harvest intern at Rex Hill Vineyards,
he knew he’d be back. And, sure enough, he is.
Ryan has since spent time working for some of the most wellrespected Pinot Noir producers in Oregon's Willamette Valley,
including Bergstrom Wines, Torii Mor Vineyards and Winery and
Rex Hill Vineyards. And now, more than a decade after he got his
first taste of Oregon's Willamette Valley, he has established a
solid reputation for quality winemaking. Ryan's passion for
winemaking and dedication to creating quality wines at a price
that anyone can enjoy on a regular basis, led him form Union
Wine Company.
“We opened up shop and made it our mission at Union to pay
close attention to the details, while leaving the fussy parts
behind. By being efficient about everything, from how we set up
the winery to how we make wine, we knew we could successfully
create that marriage of craft and small-scale manufacturing. We
chose the name Union to honor and bring together the diversity,
spirit and character of Oregon that we love.”
Kings Ridge Pinot Noir

“At the end of the day, wine is
just a beverage. And then it
becomes part of something
greater. It brings people
together over a meal, for
celebrations big and small. And
that’s incredibly satisfying to me,
and to all of us at Union.”

Our flagship Pinot is hard to beat. A combination of rich red fruit
flavors with freshness and vibrancy unique to Pinot Noir grapes
grown in our beloved Willamette Valley, this wine truly reflects
the character of this region. We think the best vintage is pretty
much right now, so start sharing with some with your favorite
people. Tasting Notes: Raspberry, cherry and chocolate
Kings Ridge Pinot Gris
Our goal with the Kings Ridge Pinot Gris is to make a more richly
textured white wine with lush acidity. We carefully choose
vineyards in cool parts of the Willamette Valley that have
significant daily temperature swings. We believe this helps to give
ripeness and concentration to the fruit while preserving freshness
and vibrant acidity.
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